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It has been great to work with our client ABC Taxis
in Norwich during the summer to produce three
more films to support their passion for excellence
in all that they do. Two of these may be of wider
interest and can be viewed on Youtube by
clicking the buttons to the right.
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US2U Consulting provides a ‘one stop shop’ for
tailored film production, including researching,
scripting, shooting and editing. Please Contact Us
to find out how we can work with you to improve
your organisation’s communications and training.

US2U Consulting Boosts HR Offering

Rachel Blackburn continues Saudi Drive

We are pleased to welcome
Beverly Cushion to the US2U
Consulting team, who joins us as
an Associate HR Consultant.

Rachel Blackburn will be delivering
a talk at Jeddah Chamber, Saudi
Arabia, on Writing a Business Plan
and The Empowering Women
Programme on Monday 1 October.
The talk aims to attract Saudi female
entrepreneurs to register for our UK-based
Empowering Women Programme beginning on 10
December. Find out more here.

Beverly is a Chartered FCIPD
qualified HR Consultant and has
a wealth of experience having
worked in various management
and HR positions. She has worked
with many clients from various sectors to help
shape their people agenda and to help them
deliver increased performance through their
people.
Please get in touch to update or review your HR
policies and procedures to maintain legal
compliance and best practice, and to ensure
your staff are able to fulfil their potential.
Visit Our Services or Contact Us to find out more.

US2U Consulting says Farewell to Kieran
Kieran Compton leaves us after joining earlier in
the year on a 3 month internship, having worked
on a range of projects both internally and
externally, including developing our privacy
policy in line with GDPR.
He now moves onto the next stage of his career
working in a project-based role near Tower
Bridge, London. Good luck, Kieran!

Sharing some of our latest Testimonials...
“US2U Consulting’s mental health training probably
provoked more positive discussion and feedback than
any other programme we’ve ever done before. We
have updated our Mental Health Policy, introduced a
Wellness Action Plan, and have had six managers say
they would like to become Mental Health
Champions…” HR Director, Worldwide Fruit
“Thank you to US2U Consulting for supporting our
continuous improvement strategy within the Student
Support Services at the UEA …. They always take a
flexible approach and have a good grasp of our
needs, priorities and culture” Director of Student
Services, University of East Anglia Student Support
Services
“It has been very helpful for our business to use the
recruitment service of US2U Consulting for our three
recent campaigns …. We plan to use their recruitment
services again in the future and would recommend
these to other companies for this type of business
support.” Director, ASAMS

Read these in full on our Testimonials page.
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